
India's financial services
destination for women

GEN B PROGRAM 
OVERVIEW



INTRODUCTION

Basis is India’s one-stop fintech destination
for urban Indian women to learn and discuss
money, and avail personalised financial
advisory and bespoke products. 

We're solving the massive gender-wealth
gap by curating a personal finance
experience hyperfocused on millennial and
Gen Z women
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The Basis Experience
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Communities and financial education

Guided paths to reach financial goals

 
Actionable recommendations for money
decisions: based on proprietary algos
and gender-intelligent insights



Gen B: Our Campus Ambassador Program
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First-of-its-kind program focused on personal finance for
women students

Generation Basis, or Gen B, is a selective Campus
Ambassador program

Gen B builds community on campus around personal finance
education, while building leadership skills

Ambassadors have the opportunity to create and drive
massive impact!

We also offer mentoring and networking opportunities for
ambassadors and a host of other benefits.



Basic concepts of personal

finance

Our webinars cover...

Getting started with

investing
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Health insurance: the what,

the why and the how

Stocks and ETFs

Building and utilising

credit effectively

Crypto and gold

...and more!

Organise mass conversations for women in your campuses (this could be a webinar, 
a Q&A, a fun quiz or contest, etc!). Make this as creative, crazy and impactful as you 
can.



Work with us to 
create a monthly 
content newsletter 
and bring out that 
inner content 
expert!
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We're live
on several
campuses
already!
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Shaheed Rajguru College of Applied Sciences for Women, University of Delhi
BMS College of Engineering
Anna university
Vishwakarma Institute of Information Technology, Pune
Vaze Kelkar College (Mumbai University)
PIMR Indore
Quba college of engineering
Indira Gandhi nation open university
Priyadarshini College of Engineering, Nagpur 
Mallareddy Engineering college for women
Govt Girls college, Gulzarbagh
ICAI
Global B. Ed college for women
Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women
National Institute of Technology Patna
DELHI UNIVERSITY
Jindal Law school
Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women
AIESEC - Mumbai / New Delhi 
UAceIt - community 
Under25 - community
IIT Trichy
ISB



DROP US A NOTE!
 

genb@getbasis.co
 

 

Want to know more?
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Follow us
and sign
up on our
app!

@getbasis@getbasis Basis

app.getbasis.cobit.ly/getbasisappbit.ly/getbasisapp



India's financial services
destination for women

THANK YOU!
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